Network Notification

Date: May 14, 2015

To: All Health Partners

From: CareSource®

Subject: ICD-10 Readiness Assessment

Health partners are reminded that the switch to using new ICD-10 codes begins October 1, 2015. CareSource has been working to prepare its systems and provide information to help your office as you make necessary updates and changes to your processes.

As we move toward the October 1 cutover to ICD-10, we want to gauge your preparedness for this change. Please take a few minutes to complete a short survey. The five-question assessment will take about five minutes. If you have questions or needs regarding ICD-10, your information will be forwarded to the appropriate Health Partner representative for follow-up.

Also, we have created ICD-10 Resource Centers for you to use for reference as you prepare your office. You can find the Resource Center by visiting CareSource.com and searching on the term “ICD-10 Resource Center”.
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